
ACTIVITY: Shark diving 
CASE: GSAF 2007.11.00 
DATE: November 2007 
LOCATION: The incident took place in the Pacific Ocean at Isla Guadalupe. 
 
NAMES: Patrick Walsh and Paul Damgaard,   
DESCRIPTION: Damgaard, a  65-year-old male, had been diving for 28 years and was 
wearing 40 pounds of weight. Walsh, a 33-year-old male, had less experience and was 
wearing 50 pounds of weight. Both men were wearing harnesses and using hookah gear. 
The two men are from California. 
 
NARRATIVE: The shark, attempting to feed on bait, crashed into and breached the shark 
cage with the two divers inside. 
 
INJURY: The divers were not injured, and were back in the water 15 minutes later. 
 
SPECIES: The incident involved a white shark 

The diver is tethered to the surface using  
a hookah unit and harness with weights.. 
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Lucky divers survive great white shark attack in YouTube clip 
 

A pair of diving enthusiasts observing shark activity 
from within a protective cage off the coast of Mexico 
have survived a bowel-loosening brush with razor-
toothed danger after they entertained something of 
an unwelcome visitor. 
 
Amazingly captured on film by one of the divers, the 
supposed protection of the cage was abruptly 
shattered when a thundering great white shark 
slammed headlong into it and tore through the bars, 
leaving its occupants dodging possible death. 
 
The incident and its accompanying video clip, as reported by American broadcaster NBC, has 
been posted to YouTube and shows the 15-foot shark casually snapping at a bait line before then 
suddenly accelerating forward and clashing heavily with the diving cage. 
 
The shaken divers were pulled to safety aboard their Searcher tourist expedition support boat after 
the shark thrashed its way free and took the front of the cage with it. 
 
Emerging unscathed from their ordeal, the divers were composed enough to return to the water 
around 15 minutes later and even commented that the onrushing shark was not targeting them 
specifically but rather swam blindly into the cage by accident. 
 
“When we said ‘you can get face-to-face with the ultimate predator’ this is not what we had in 
mind,” commented the shark watch tour company after the shock destruction of equipment only a 
few years old. 
 
The company, which charges $3,000 USD per person for the opportunity to experience that “face-
to-face” excitement, has said it intends to upgrade its protective cages as a result of the attack.  
 
One of the NBC anchors on the YouTube clip perfectly encapsulated the intensity of the perilous 
moment for at least one of the divers by saying: “I got a feeling that wetsuit won’t get used again.” 
 
Click below to see the video clip. 

 

 

SOURCE: Stevie Smith, The Tech Herald, 
December 11, 2008, http://
www.thetechherald.com/
article.php/200850/2605/Lucky-divers-survive-
great-white-shark-attack-in-YouTube-clip 
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Rage in the cage: Divers recount escape from shark 
Great white invaded enclosure and began tearing it apart — with them in it 

 
The video, taken from inside a shark cage, is 
enough to freeze one’s blood. A great white 
shark gulps down a hunk of bait, then plows 
snout-first through the cage’s viewing aperture 
as the two men inside the cage try to avoid 
becoming its next course. 
 
But actually being inside the cage was even 
more terrifying, the men who took the popular 
YouTube video confirmed Thursday to TODAY’s 
Matt Lauer and Meredith Vieira in New York. 
 
“I knew it was not going to be good,” said Paul 
Damgaard. 
 
“I definitely thought it was over,” added Pat 
Walsh, the second man in the shark cage. 
 
Two points of view 
But even with a 15-foot, 2-ton great white with gaping jaws tearing the cage apart within inches of 
their heads, Damgaard and Walsh kept their video cameras rolling. Walsh’s video, taken from just 
to the right of the shark’s massive head, is the one that has been viewed by more than 800,000 
people on YouTube. Damgaard’s video, seen publicly for the first time on TODAY, shows the 
shark smashing head-on into the cage. 
 
Damgaard, 65, and Walsh, 33, are both experienced divers from California. In November 2007, 
the two, who did not know each other at the time, signed on for a shark-diving expedition near Isla 
de Guadalupe off the coast of Mexico. 
 
On the 24-hour voyage to the dive site, they had plenty of time to inspect the boat’s two shark 
cages, knowing they'd be inside them when they got an up-close and personal look at a great 
white. 
 
“They’re substantial cages,” Walsh told Vieira and Lauer. “It took a crew of six to get one of them 
in the water.” 
 
Not like ‘Jaws’ 
They also knew that the image of great white sharks popularized by the “Jaws” movies does not 
reflect reality. 
 
“These are not the man-eating, bloodthirsty monsters they’re made out to be in some of the 
media,” Walsh told Lauer and Vieira. 
 
Even when the shark plowed into the cage, the two divers knew it wasn’t trying to eat them. But 
that knowledge provided no comfort when they were within inches of its jaws and the shark was 
thrashing wildly, trying to extricate itself from the cage. Intentional or not, one bite could have 
meant death. 

From left, divers Patrick Walsh and Paul 
Damgaard recount their escape from a great 

white shark that invaded  
their protective cage. 
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The two divers explained that when sharks attack prey, their eyes roll back and are covered by a 
protective membrane that momentarily blinds them. The shark that they filmed had taken a bloody 
tuna head that was hung near the surface of the water to attract it to the cage so the divers could 
get a good look at it. But it was headed straight at the cage when it gulped down the morsel — and 
when it opened its eyes, it was already stuck in the bars. 

“I think that the shark just got disoriented,” Walsh explained. 
 
An ominous red glow 
Sharks have no reverse gear, so when the great white got its head stuck in the cage, the only way 
to get free was to thrash wildly until it had ripped the front off the cage. 
 
After the shark hit, the videos get chaotic as the two divers scramble to stay clear of the huge jaws. 
Walsh initially was pinned against the back of the cage by the shark’s snout. “And then I’m just 
being tossed around,” he said. 
 
Still, he had the presence of mind to see if Damgaard was safe. When he looked for his dive 
partner, he saw a red glow around Damgaard’s head. (Note: Walsh explained in the interview that 
the red glow was actually a float.) 
 
“I thought it was blood,” Walsh said. “It was definitely a terrifying experience.” 
 
SOURCE: Mike Celizic, TODAYShow.com, December 11, 2008, http://www.msnbc.msn.com/
id/28174468/ 

The two divers being hauled to the surface after the incident 
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